VCU DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
AN EVENING OF CLASSICAL GUITAR
PRESENTED BY STUDENTS OF THE VCU GUITAR PROGRAM

Tuesday, November 11, 2014 | 7 p.m.
Sonia Vlahcevic Concert Hall
922 Park Avenue | Richmond, Virginia

Pezzo Tedesco.......................... anonymous Renaissance, transcribed by Chilesotti
Dove Son Quei Fieri Occhi
Elliot Johnson, guitar

Pavana.................................................. Gaspar Sanz
Mario Alas, guitar

Española and Villano.......................... Gaspar Sanz
Jason Tyler, guitar

Allemande and Bourrée........................... J.S. Bach
Andrew Stevenson, guitar

Turegano from Castles of Spain................ Federico Moreno-Torroba
Ross Harvey, guitar

Garrotín from Hommage to Tárrega............... Joaquín Turina
Larry Chalkley, guitar

Etude No. 8 ................................................. Heitor Villa-Lobos
Marissa Resmini, guitar

Schottish-Choro.................................. Heitor Villa-Lobos
Sulaiman Popal, guitar

Mazurka-Choro.................................. Heitor Villa-Lobos
Tristan Dougherty, Guitar

Capricho Catalan................................ Isaac Albéniz
Jonathan Goldie, guitar

Tango .................................................. Isaac Albéniz
Jonathan Goldie and Tristan Dougherty, guitar duo
Squares Suspended ......................................................... Andrew York
Saverio Costabile, guitar

Sirocco ................................................................. Andrew York
Ashby Pernell, guitar

Barcarole from Cavatina Suite ................................. Alexandre Tansman
Aleah Boisseeau, guitar

Vals ................................................................. Manuel M. Ponce
John Cruz, guitar

El Arpa del Guerrero from El Decamerón Negro .......... Leo Brouwer
Stephen Marinski, guitar

Recuerdos de la Alhambra ......................................... Francisco Tárrega
Joel Hansen, guitar